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CONSTITUTION TO BE PRESENTED
Within the next month, a constitu- cept S.A.M.A. membership, how- imagined.
could properly be discussed and exI would like to see a Medical Stu- amined by the Society. The mem-·
tion will be presented to all medical ever gentle the persuasion. I would
students for their approval. There like to make that choice some other dent government constituted on bership fee could be paid individuseems to be little dissent regarding way, voluntarily, with no strings at- this campus. Once organized, the ally, voluntarily, or by some other
the necessity and desirability of tached-NONE, either implied or question of S.A.M.A. affiliation
(See CONSTITUTION, Page 3)
medical students forming their own r---------------------------------L-------"-------.....;;..--local organization to represent their
interests before the administration.
The big hangup, at the moment, conSome of the members of the com- tional dues of $5 for life memberWhat are the advantages of stating
cerns the necessity and desirability
of equating this society (proposed mittee feel that the new student gov- ship will be taken from the activity in our student government constituname': Sydenstricker Medical Soci- ernment constitution should serve fees of the freshman students if he tion that "This organization will
ety) with the local S.A.M.A. chap- as the local affiliation with S.A.M.A. wishes to be affiliated with national serve as the affiliation with: .S.A.
ter: one organization elected to Their reasons for feeling this way S.A.M.A., and he is then a bona fide M.A."? They ar:e numerous:
1) S.A.M.A. is the only professerve as the MCG student govern- are numerous and valid, but these S.A.M.A. member. This $5 deducment and the local S.A.M.A. affil- people feel that a point of clarifica- tion has .been discussed with the ad- sional organization of medical stution should be made before a listing ministration and their approval was dents done on a nation-wide basis
iate.
given to taking this money out of and already speaks for the medical
The question of constitutional af- bf reasons should be given.
Unfortunately, the original pur- the regular $30 aetivity fee. No ex- student whenever any matters arise
filiation with S.A.M.A. will be presented to all medical students next pose of this incorporation has been tra money would be charged to the concerning the student in business
week. A referendum will be held misinterpreted, for it is felt that the .student to replace it. If a student of the AMA, Congress, the press, or
by paper ballot; the majority opin- major opposition to this student does not wish to be a National S.A. the public.
2) It seems unjustifiable that two
ion will be acceptec,l by the Consti- government - S.A.M.A. incorpora- M.A. member, he simply would intutional Committee as a mandate tion is that many students feel that · dicate this and no money would be organizatipils should have to exist
when they draft a constitution next S.A.M.A. is attempting to organize deducted for his dues. However, all for the same purpose, representing
month. As a member of the com- and dictate to the new students students would still be members of the medical student on this campus,
mittee, I ask that everyone please what their government should be the local Med. Student Society· by at once, especially since those peoindicate their feelings viz-a-viz S.A. and then run it. This salacious in- virtue of being a regularly enrolled pie active in one organization would
(S ee s. A. M. A., p age 5)
M.A. now, so that the business of terpretation has been made, but medical student.
writing the draft can proceed should be clarified. It is true that .,__--------------L--------------the first attempts at a student gov·smoothly and efficiently.
My concern is, simply, do the mer- ernment formation wer·e initi~ted
its of S.A.M.A. demand incorpora- by students active in S.A.M.A., but
Those who jammed 'into the large cally. through the apt use of a few
tion into our own local organiza- these students propose that a stution? The merits of S.A.M.A. mem- dent government be formed and. -auditorium at high noon on arecent simple machines.
bership are quite fully elicited by then serve only as an affiliation Monday in order to hear Dr. Adrian Finally he kept the largest audience
Lucian Cousins. at the end of this with S.A.M.A. on the basis that the Kantrowitz lecture on "Mechanical since Stunt Night '67 entertained for
column. Mr. Cousins is a worthy people elected to serve as officers Assistance to the Failing Heart" 80 minutes. Phi Delta Epsilon, what
and sincere advocate of active S.A. of the student government would were well rewarded for their efforts. do you have up your sleeve for next
D.G .D.
M.A. participation. In ·fact, I wel- also serve as the SA.M.A. officers. They had the rare opportunity to see year?
come the enthusiasm he has brought S.A.M.A. would be the mechanism ·and hear one of this country's lead- i . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - to what has always been a tail-drag- for communication with other med- ing pioneers in cardiac surgery as he
ging organization on this campus. ical students. at other schools, but performed some clever surgical
Tliere is a strong rumor abroad
We agree on ends. We disagree on need not be the dominant factor at sleight of hand using a couple of
MCG. In other words, the advan- balloons, a Bard Parker blade, and that Dr. Curtis Carter will soon remeans toward those ends. ,
The mechanics of S.A.M.A. mem- tages of being a member. of a na- a thorough knowledge of hemody- turn to the ranks of the MCG faculbership proposed at the last Consti- tional organization would be offered namics. Dr. Kantrowitz, in an ex- ty. Dr. Carter, as many students
tutional Committee meeting (and to everyone at no cost, but no na- tremely well organized presentation, are aware, left for Savannah in midelicited in Mr. Cousins' appeal be- tional office would enter into the described his work with "mechani- December. This quite gifted teacher
low) are quite unacceptable to me. affairs and decisions:of.the medical cal assistors" with a facility, suc- has been sorely missed by students
It matters not whether someone students at MCG, and still no stu- cinctness, and jovial wittiness which and faculty alike.
We anxiously await what we hope
pays my membership fee out of dent would be forced to be a mem- was most refreshing. Moreover, he
"S tudent Activities Money." My ber of any organization, but could demonstrated quite vividly how cer- will be official confirmation of his
enrollment as a medical student have this privilege by simply sign- tain sick hearts can be assisted me- imminent eminent return to the
should obligate me in no way to ac- , ing his membership card . The na- chanically rather than pharmacologi- Department of Medi~ine .
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definitions and is comirtg to mean
not only freed pm from disease, but
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 abo~ien~ ·of~hok~effwellbcin~
asortofaggressive,dominanthealth.
When the patient seeks· health he
wants both the absence of pain and
The CADAVER is pub·
the ability to take an active part in
lished· at the Medical
his affluent society. If we concenCollege of Georgia at
We have all heard that this is the that living systems do indeed obey trate on his liver afone, we will often
infrequent intervals by
age of the knowledge explosion: an the physical and chemical laws that fail him. In short, we must treat the
a sma II gro.up of nut~
age in which thought has spread over govern the rest of the universe, that whole man with a mixture of science
enrolled in the school
so vast a range that the interested in· the detailed working of the living · and art, keeping in mind that what
of Medicine. Contri~u·
dividual often despairs of grasping organism is amenable to exploration we do to a liver will affect every level
tions should be ·ad·
more than a fraction of the expand- ·by physical and chemical probing, of the organizational hierarchy.
dressed to the Editor;
ing intellectual entropy. The cliche"' and that the properties of living orWhen our organ-idea of treatment
names will · be with·
that we are coming to know "more ganisms are totally comprehensible replaces the treatment of the entire
held on request. T.he
and more about less and less" is uni- in chemical terms." The first two human organism, medicine is recast of characters:
versal but has a special meaning for elauses are beyond argument, but duced to technology and science
the medical profession. It is com- the last is fraught with danger. The replaces art. This is where the huSenior Editor: David Dye
mon for the student of medicine vitalists, like George Stahl, held that manities can help us. They cap give
Associate Editor: Larr.y Davis
when faced with such an overwhehn- fhere was a vital, nonmaterial qual- us an awareness of values and treatBusiness Manager: Stewart Gilbert ,
ing array of knowledge to learn only ity found in living beings which mo- ments beyond the scope of medical
Cartoonist:
Larry Davl ·s .
what he thinks he will need, or what tivated all their actions, and they science, and a concern to use our
Junior Editor: Dan Chcitker
he thinks will be practical later. The were right. Could not this quality technical knowledge to reach a
result is that we develop an anti- be manifest in organization? There more moral end-the betterment of
Associate Jr. Editor: Dan Nixon
scholastic and anti-theoretical bias is a.hierarchy of organization in any the whole man. We need to avoid
Columnist: Chris House, Jim Ettien
which leads to educational poverty, living thing much more complicated the guilt often felt when reading a
Joke Editor: .George .Romne~
because much of what we learn in than any inorganfc physical or chem- book of history that we could betDistribution Mgr.: Mike Hudgins
medical school will be obsolete by ical system. This hierarchy runs ter spend the hour learning more
the time we enter practice. So our from atoms through molecules, alls, about SLE. There is time enough
Faculty Advisors:
training will be of little use unless tissues, organs, the psyche, to the in the day for both.
Dr. W. G. Rice
we can gain an understanding of the whole functioning organism. Each
So the question is: Are we, in our
broad areas related to our profes- level of the hierarchy is supported rush to specialize, to cone down on
Dr. R. B. Greenblatt
sional activity and to what specialty by the levels below, and knowledge a field, going to miss the opportuniCONTRIBUTORS:
we perhaps decide to concentrate of a part is incomplete, for without ty to combine sCience and art so
The Breather
Lucien Cousins
on. Only by going beyond specialty an overall comprehension we cannot that we can use our technology not
Psycho Dellic
can we become adequate specialists. know how the levels interact and as an end in itself but as a .tool to
A Fee Paying Student
A JMS fram Surqery .
Those who do go beyond specialty what the total outcome is. To treat treat the whole man? Without such
Dick Noble
Nancy Stanton
and even beyond medicine to be- the whole organism we must under- a combination medicine cannot be a
A Student
come great physicians, as did Freud, stand the whole organism; and truly learned profession.
D.W.N.
I
O~cr,and ~~.tomentionafe~ knowkd~ ~a dism~ is n~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
are by and large tho~ who partici- much u~ if we are without knowlpa te actively in the entire intellectu- edge of the relationship of the disal and social reahn and treat medi- ease to the function of the organcine as a high science, but as a sci- ism as a whole.
NM.mm :uv
:J.unio't and J~niot. ~£.tile c$p.o'thw~a't
ence mixed liberally with art, havToo often we state that we must
952 Broad Street
Ph. 724-0685
ing a boldness, awareness, and ele- treat the whole man, when we really
gance that only such a mixture can mean that when treating the heart
give.
or liver we must not forget that
If art and science are mixed, there that there are kidneys and lungs as
PIZZAS
BEER & WINE
must surely come . the realization well, while the patient wants and
PAPA JOE'S
that there is more to a living organ- needs attention to his whole self,.
ism than atoms, molecules, and his whole being. Within our affluPhone 733~1877
1423 Monte Sano Ave.
chemical reactions. We are in danger ~e~n~t~s~o~ci~e~ty~"~h~e~al~th~';;'~is~lo:s~in~g~1~·t~s~o~ld~~~~====:;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;=:=:=::==:=:=:=:=:=:~;:;:=====~
of believing that life can be quanti- r
fied, that DNA is the secret of life,
HOURS
when it may be more accurate to
say that life is the secret of DNA.
8:30 A.M. - 5:30 P .M.
In 1965, a biologist made this stateMON., TUES., and THURS.
ASK ABOUT
ment: "For biology, generally, the
8:30 A.M .• 6:00
OUR LOW COST
most important single conclusion
INTEREST PAID·
FRIDAY
CHECKING ACCOUNTS
r~ched to date is the conviction
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draws upon himself the undying
CONSTITUTION
Dear Sir:
{Continued from Page 1)
Those valiant Phase III, year three
gratitude of students by declaring
that a student couple's net income means already available to the local individuals, otherwise known as the
must not exceed $3800 per year S.A.M.A. chapter: e.g., from adver- JMS's who have run the gantlet of
TO THE EDITOR
(about $300 more than the maxi- tising . revenue collected from the scalpels, re.tractors, sponges, scrub
Dear Sirs:
mum limit for classification as pov- S.A.M.A. sponsored Student Direc- nurses' insubordinations, Mrs. Bates
Recently I have been informed
erty-stricken) in qrder to qualify for tory. The question of S.A.M.A. and othersin the department of. Sur-!
that some of my fellow students are
He further affiliation does not properly belong gery, have no less become familiar
employed at the new Student Cen- financial ~ssistance.
ter and receiving $ 2~·00 per hour for rules, quite arbitrarily, that a family before any constitutional committee with a small slip of paper used for
their services. Now: I wondered if of three can feed itself for $15 a and should not be included fn the "evaluation" of student write-ups.
you could inform me as to how week; that the. only automobile a constitution of the Sydenstricker In the beginning it looked like a
they acquired this job, .who hired student can own must date back to Medical Society. If the Society, good idea and a .ref!l .-promise (.Of .a
them, how long do they work, and the era from which this man obvi- once organized, desires to affiliate. close relationship between resident
lastly, what do they do? I think ously draws his economic informa- : itself with National S.A.M.A. (or any and student that would end in a
the main thing I'm really interested ' tion; that ~ny budget submitted by other inter-campus organization learning experience. It soon became
in is how they acquired their posi- a student for approval must be per- should arise) let it debate and con- apparent to the students that "all
tion. . Why wasn't the student body sonally ·reworked by him, even sider membership within its own that glitters isn't gold" ... to coin a
informed of sµch openings? Are though he manages to reveal a defi- constitutionally correct prov'ince. phrase. It seems tha~ the majority
these people the favored few? Don't cit in excess of that which the stu- In this way, S.A.M.A. representatives of residents barely looked·at these
get the wrong idea. I'm not bitch- dent himself had claimed; and final- can present their case before the en- articles before checking their favoring at my fellow students. Hell, I ly that a student must grossly un- tire organization; if, indeed, mem- ite grade. Too bad if you got a
don't even know who works there. derestimate his legitimate needs so bership includes all the advantages resident who never gave superiors,:
I've been over several times, and I that his grossly false proposals will listed below, the Society can amend'. and hooray if you got one who con~
have yet to see anyone doing a damn look good to the heaVy--handed de- its charter as it so desires to include· sistently gave superiors (with a fewi
.S.A.M.A. affiliation as one of the above averages for appearance sake),
thing other than shooting pool or visors of our fates.
man
must
feel
as
though
he
extensions of its constitutional man- I had both kinds. I personally
This
drinking coffee. ·I am of the opinion
is fulfilling a·worthwhile function; date to provide for the welfare of: know of only 2 residents who actu~
that such positions should be made
indeed, he could do so were it not its members. Most importantly, it: ally seriously graded student write~
known to the student body, that
for his extremely screwed up out- will retain its local independence in ups and gave what they .considered
application be made, and even that
·look. There can be no final justifi- fact as well as intent. CL\O'Id aNNAM!> an honest evaluation. This in iUse.lf1
each quarter these positions rotate
cation, however~ for his avachronThe important problem, the issue is bad enough, but things were.
provided enough people apply. The
istic financial aid proposals. If his demanding action now, concerns worse. On these same sheets there1
main qualification for such. a job
hands are tied up with the red tape otir medical school and its place in is an area asking whether or not the
should be need for the extra money;
of Federalia, we sympathize; but we a changing, expanding Medical Col- resident had discussed th~ patient
however, I am fold that presently
cannot escape the impression that lege of Georgia. The viability of with the student and gone over the'
the prime qualification is the ability
he,
like most petty bureaucrats, ac- S.A.M.A. at MCG is related prob- write-up with him. This was marked :
to shoot pool. Well, I'm not .too
tually enjoys his position and pur- lem, but not the problem.
by the resident, and without excepgood at that, but with practice I'm
sues
his
task
with
the
diligence
nurLet
us
have
our
constitution
first.
tion, read "yes," and it was a damn
sure I could make the team, that is,
lie
95% ofthe 1time. This, as I see it,
tured
by
self-importance.
Richard
Noble
if I could try out. I suppose l can
The only superficially rational rPiiimiiim;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;i would be one of the major ways to
be criticized for not taking the matcorrect mistakes made pre'viously.
ter to the "deity at hand" (the ·statement he has ~ade concerning
the strict limiting of funds is that
·
But, alas, it wasmot so. Now, both
management of the student center).
he doesn't wish to see students hamof the above would not be so bad if
If you have ever asked them any.
·. · .
·.
the resident had just scribbled some
thing before, you can understand pered with educational debts after
constructive, or destructive, criti-i
graduation; but considering the earnwhy not. They always come up
Ing potential of a physician, we concism on the end of your work-up.
Within the next few days a ballot
with the excuse that they don't have
elude that this is really none of his
At least you would know he read it ·
the "authority," and I can underwill appear in your student mail box.
stand why. As stated previously, I damn business. Again the impres- It will concern the new constitution and get some idea of your mistakes.
sion arises that, since he cannot jusAll considered, these so-called evalfor the .school of medicine and the
could not ascertain by observation
tify his policies, he seeks to bury
uation slips are useless as a grading
question of it's affiliation with
who the -employees are, so I dedevice unless there is some uniformthem in the generalities of pious
cided to inquire of the Cadaver,
concern made famous by puffed-up S.~.Mt. I feel that the School of ity in their grading. The departsince some sort of reply is usually
platitudinous
officials who fill our Medicine of the Medical College of ment of Surgery is to be congratuforthcoming.
s&&oo NOS'13N
lated on the idea of these evaluation
lives.
Georgia should have a Student GovA Student
Recently, a questionnaire was cirslips, but condemned on their use.
ernment to serve as the voice of the
culated among us, reportedly to alAs it stands, there's really no sense
medical student but should not
EDITOR'S NOTE: I'M SORRY TO SAY THAT
low
re-evaluation
of
financial
needs.
wasting
paper printing the damn
YOUHAVEASMUCHKNOWLEDGEOFTHE
serve as an affiliation of S.A.M.A.
SITUATION AS I. I DID HAVE THE OPPOR- We can hope that the results will
things.
[ ] I, as a medical student, feel
TUNITY TO OBSERVE ONE OF THE EMAn organic retractor.
show our friend up for the inept, that the School of Medicine of the
PLOYEES ONE SATURDAY FOR TWO
HOURS (I. E., $4.00). DURING THIS TIME insignificant, out of touch, petty of- Medical College of Georgia, should t;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;
THERE WERE SEVERAL GAMES OF EIGlff- ficial that unfortunately, in the
have a student government organBALL AND HE ANSWERED THE PHONE realm of the welfare state, bureauization which can serve as a voice
ONCE. I THINK YOUR IDEA ABOUT APcracy can only perpetuate itself.
for the medical students locally as
PLICATIONS IS EXCELLENT.
- - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - 1
Yours,
Dear
Sirs:
well as the local affiliation for
One interpreter for sopho/SI A Fee-paying Student s M
Within our midst exists a devoted
.A. .A.
more class. Must be proFebruary 1968
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policy known as the War on Poverty.
But this hardy servant of the state
approaches this policy with a curious twist; rather than trying to alleviate low income situations, he is
devoting his energies to the creation
of new candidates for that oftfound but seldom sought status .
This officer, in apparent sincerity,:

With apologies to the noble science
of psychiatry and the hope that the
good doctors have not lost the ability to laugh at themselves, another
analyst was listening to a voluptuous
beauty with a problem of her own.
. "It's liquor, doctor," she sobbed.
"I'm really a very nice girl, but just

become uncontrollably passionate
and I want to make love to whomever I happen to be with."
"I see," the analyst said thoughtfully. "Well, suppose I just mix us
up a couple of cocktails here and
then you and I can sit down, nice
and relaxed, and discuss this compulsive neurosis of yours."

ficient in the languages of
the following countries:
Taiwan, Germany, Laos,
Thailand, Australia, Brazil,
Japan, Holland and assorted
dialects of South Georgia,
Southern Mississippi and
New:York.
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The JMS and Surgery
This article will attempt to shed
some light on the place of t_he Junior
Medical Student in Surgery. Until
now, the JMS has been relegated to
an humble and obscure position in
surgery and some observors, with no :
real grasp of the situation, have even
thought him to be totally superfluous. The annals, filled with tales of
surgical derring-do, nowhere contain
any mention of the JMS's contributions. As a recent survivor of the
·surgery rotation I am convinced
this attitude is wrong and hope the
following lines will help redress this
serious oversight. Also it is hoped
this will be an illuminating bit of research for those who have yet to go
through the surgery rotation.
To appreciate the plight of the
JMS one must realize that even the
most brilliant surgery requires a
great deal of rather mundane assistance. For every stroke of the scalpel, someone must retract, and
clamp, and tie, and do a dozen other

MOftE
GOERS
By assuming a standing position
and then rotating 180 degrees with.
respect to your umbilicus and this~'
issue of the Cadaver, you will soon.'.
discover whether or not you have j
just been awarded a free pass to the
Imperial Theatre. Winners will receiv~ their passes in their mai(
boxes within the next few days.

necessary tasks. Traditionally, and
rightly so, the most experienced
man does the most delicate work.
Then there is a gradation of work
down through the 1st and 2nd assistants with the simplest tasks left to
the JMS.
Many operations go well with the
whole team functioning smoothly.
The surgeon bends over his work,
the residents hover around, and the
JMS, somewhere on the outskirts,
occasionally catches a glimpse of
the patient. These occasions are
easily recognized, for there is an at..:
mosphere of relaxed efficiency in
the room. Surgeon and assistants
converse casually with every now
and then a chuckle over some little
professional joke.· The JMS is allowed to retract and snip a few sutures and no p~rticular attention is
paid to him. Sometimes if the surgeon is in an especially benevolent
mood the JMS may even get to put
in a stitch or two.
A3A~VH wo.r
Do not be lulled into a false security, JMS, for the time will come
when an operation does not · go

JOKES

Sign in a pharmacy window: FOR
THE GIRL WHO HAS EVERYTHING - PENICILLAN.

*

"Is it true that you telegraph flowers
an yw here?" 'the . man asked the
Western Union operator.
"Of.course," she said.
"Wonderfol!" he exclaimed. "Send
me to New York. I'm a pansy!"

One night a girl had an affair
*
*
*
With a fellow all covered with hair.
When
a
girl
can
read.
the
handwritThen she picked up his hat
ing
on
the
wall,
she's
in
the
wrong
And realized that
She'd been had by Smokey the Bear. rest room.

FRENCH DRY
CLEAN IN Ci

Augu$ta, Georgia

men'• wear

Ph. 733-3672 or 733-3673

DAMIEL VILLAGE
AUGUSTA. GEORGIA

733-4446

Barbecue Planned
The Medical Dames will sponsor
their annual barbecue at Julian
Smith Park on Milledge Road on
Saturday, March 9, from 5 to 8 PM.
Mrs. Jeff Barton will prepare the
food.
' Proceeds from the barbecue will be
used for the student loan fund and
for philanthropic activities. The
prices are $1.75 for adults and $.75
for children.
.
DNDI TIIH
Frances Nutt and Charlotte Wright
are serving as co-chairmen for t}le
barbecue with help from Janie Kelley, Calling Committee Chairman;
Carol Sikes, Serving Chairman; Nancy Stanton, Publicity Chairman; and
Ginny Sikes, Desserts Chairman.
Anyone desiring tickets can contact Frances Nutt at 822-3154.

1---~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

CORRECTION
WE CALL ATIENTION TO THE CORREC·
TION OF VOLUME NUMBER MADE IN THE
LAST EDITION OF THE CADAVER. THIS
IS OUR TWENTY-THIRD YEAR OF PUBLI·
CATION RATHER THAN TWENTY-SECOND.
TWO VOLUMES TWENTY -ONE, 1965.{;6 AND
1966.{;7, ACCOUNT FOR THE INCORRECT
VOLUME NUMBER LISTED IN THE FIRst
FOUR 1967-!i8 EDITIONS.
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Day Service
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Annual Dames
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FLORIST

co.
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smoothly. In the midst of the most
pleasant- camara~erie blood may begin to well up from hidden bleeders
or the pulse may falter or·any of a
thousand complications may bedevil
the surgeo~. Confronted with these
vexations, beads of sweat collect on
the surgeon's brow and the air becomes thick with tension. In the
surgeon's breast there begins to grow
·frustration and anger; unpleasant
emotions which must have an outlet.
They obviously cannot be vented on .
'the patient even though he does
house. such contrary viscera. The .
/esidents are out, for they are in
·short supply and must be treated
gently. The scrub nurses are too
important. The aides are unionized.
Ah, JMS, y.our hour has come. · For
·on you, hapless wretch, will descend
the full force of this undeserved
wrath. It is then you will find that
your suture cutting is hopelessly
wrong, either too short or too fong.
No matter how you retract it won't
do, but will require frequent adjustments, :often accompanied by terse
commands to "wake up and get
with it."
During these times, don't despair,'
but rather, think how integral your
role is. The tension and strain,
which might otherwise cause the
scalpel hand to tremble, is safely
dissipated onto you. The surgeon's

mind, clouded with frustration, ·is
allowed to relax as he reflects on
your many shortcomings.
In outlying hospitals with no
JMS's the surgeons have to content
themselves with flinging instruments
and such. I understand this was for-·
medy practiced here, but the cost of
replacing equipment was found to
·be prohibitive and besides, there is
an endless supply of JMS's.

MARKS SURGICAL
SUPPLIES INC.

MEN'S CLOTHING

HOSPITAL, PHYSICIANS EQUIPMENT

LAPIES SPORTSWEAR

Daniel Village
1607 Walton Way
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2625 Deans Bridge R<?ad
Washington Road
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We feel that the students at MCG
should immediately put aside any
probably be those active in the doubt or animosity toward S.A.M.A.!
due to its poor service in the past,l
other.
3) S.A.M.A. is represented at all and should recognize that by allow-:
major medical schools and offers the ing the new student government
only occasional chain of communi- to be · affiliated with this national:
~
.cation between ·students at these o~ganization, . he is th~n offering
himself the nght to be a free paid '
schools across the nation.
~
.
4) S.A.M.A. se~es as the stu.., . member of this organization, of
dents' representation with local med- which every student , would serve ! Reader: Focus hereon your blood-·
on an equal basis in determiriing shot and meibomious eyes and . be
ical societies.
5) S.A.M.A. is a financially sound who represents him among other i there privy to the dark and bat.organization by virtue of publishing medical students and societies, and ! winged murmurings of the midloththe student directory each year in who serves him as his local officers~ ' ian freshmen as limned by their analWhy should we discard.or abuse an · sebacious spokesman (non-seguitor,
cooperation with the Medical Dames
op~rtunity by feeling ex cathedra), Irving Halmoon Re.d- :
excellent"
or our local WA S.A.M.A. affiliate.
6) S.A.M.A. ~nds delegates to all that something or someone is at-i ey.e.
Irving (or "Gotcha,, as he is someRe~onal and National Conventions tempting to determine ·our privileges
or
by
continuing
to
feel
that
this
times
known), troubled by the apand allows the students at MCG the
organization
is
no
good
because
of
parent
breakdown of oommunica.privilege ·or this representation.
7) S.A.M.A. offers many lucra- its weak past? ·Why don't we reco~ tion between students and faculty,.
tive and advantageous privileges to . nize the advantage of this organiza- feels co~pelled to speak out. Says,
tion, recognize its possibilities and Irving, ''troubled by the apparent!
students in research programs.
let
our student government serve as breakdown of communication be-:
8) S.A.M.A. provides a· forejgn
its affiliate so that everyone can tween students and faculty' I feel
exchange student. program.
9) S.A.M.A. serves as an affiliate benefit by the advantages but would . compelled to speak out. If disa-:
with the AMA and has always re- not be forced to be nationally af- greement with my articles presents
ceived generous 5upport from this filiated. We have seen how well this itself, I am certain it will do so
works at other medical schools, ·and through the time-honored ~outh
organization when requested.
10) S.A.M.A. offers "The New we all know that £!!! sound organi- em custom of denouncing ine from;
zation can function much more ef- the pulpit and/or burning a cross in
Physician', to all its members.
ficiently
and to the advantage of its' my front yard.
11) S.A.M.A. on the national lev"We are ~ware of the teaching exel is presently ci>nducting a pro- members than can two organizations
gram of Medical School curriculum which attempt . to fulfill one pur- periments presumed·'on' us by the
pose.
faculty in their never:.ending search
evaluation.
.NOJSinVll 110&
12) S.A.M.A. on the national lev-· We cannot overemphasize the point for perfection (Ecce Quam Boner).
el is. presently conducting an Intern that this incorporation would be for I feel compelled to present to the
the advantage of our new student faculty and. administration the stu.J
Evaluation Program.
government
and definitely would dents' viewpoint, on .the current ex~
13) S.A.M.A. allows every member the · privilege of asserting. his ·not be an organization where S.A. periments in Phase I:
The Sportscaster Method: Thisi
views toward national policies con- M.A. would determine the policies
of
the
student
but
·would
serve
to
method,
utilized in the Anatomy:
cerning the medical student by resolution or by editorial privilege in offer its advantages to all students. and Neuroanatomy courses, seeks to·
·s.A.M
"The New Physician."
. .A . wou Id be run by the stu- hold tlie stu·dents' attention by hav-'
dent
government ahd all students ing them believe they are at a sports•
14) S.A.M.A. serves with the ·
would
have the opportunities of event and the lecturer is the play-by-I
.AMA in oonducting the AMA ERF ·loan program. .NOS13.N a'IOllYH such an organization by simply hav- play announcer. For example, the'
15) S.A.M.A. is presently con- ing the student government serve as class sits enthralled as the announc-·
ducting a program in which students the affiliate.with National S.A.M.A. er/lecturer describes the pudendal
can partfoipate iil an active way with ' yet a student may be.an officer of ner\re making an end sweep. Fresh-!
the local organization even though man reaction to this method is
community health programs.
16) S.A.M.A. offers many sdund he may elect not to be a National mixed, except for one enthusiastic
insurance programs.
S.A.M.A. member. Lucian Cousins · supporter who was heard to say,
r---------------~-1..-...:.:....:.:.:.:.:..:.::.:.:.:.:.:.::..:..-===--==::.:J 'It really gatz their attention.'
OKA'(-LF THl.•I ' ~ ...
WM C"""te
The Verisimilitude Tape-Recorder
-yt.4e, ~1'£.1'. .f>
System: Proponents of this method
•
believe a carefully edited tape-recorded lecture to be the most efficacious form of presentation. To approach the verisimilitude of a live
lecture a professor stands before thei

S.A.M.A. (Cont. from Page 1)

E

e
.·

1
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McCORMICK'S
Cafeteria
1

Auausta s
Finest Eating Establishment

~·

invite you to dine with us.

Lunch Served 11100 til 2:30
Dinner Served A:30 til 8:00
Steak Special every Tues. Hite
Wa Iton Wav at 13th Street
Notional Hills Shopping Center

class and moves his lips while the
tape is running. This method was
used extensively in Histology, where
the freshment were bowled over.
The Cecil .!h DeMille Approach:
Users of this method feel that anything is better than getting up and
giving .a lecture. As a result, the
class is treated to a succession of
North Beach B-Movies. For ex·ample, the class was privileged to see !
·(for a nominal admission charge of!
about $400 each) such classics as
Frankenstein Repairs !!! Inguinal
Hernia, Dracula and the Cervical
J,ymph Node, anciChY~icronman:
and .the Central Lacteal Gang. Sev-'
eral freshmen withdrew immediately
after this phase and are now studying chiropracty by correspondence . .
The Barnard-Rebuke Technique:
This technique, also known as the
Harvard-Sneer method, is calculated
to hold the student~' attention, or
else. An integral part , of this method iS the examination, which definitely manages to ho Id the students' attention.
iwws NvM
The Marguat/ du Sade Meth~d: This
is a learn-by-doing method popular
with the Biochemistry Department.
Supporters of this method believe
that true knowledge is po8,5ible only through flagellation and mortification of the flesh. This is probably
the oldest teaching method extant,
archeologi.sts having discovered such
arahaic teaching ·devices as A Basig
Textbook of Original Sin by H..
Sapiens [paleontologists believe that
man named himself Homo Sapien~
because he knew he was queer, but
that's another story entirely]. The
Cain.and Able Primer, the Edict of
Nantes, the St. Barnabas Day Mas.~, and the Sama Kutra (showing
showing 365 positions · and variations of Levine tube placement).
The Messiah Method: This meth?d is practiced extensively in the
Physiology Department. This is a
highly interesting method inasmuch
as those persons using it are highly
susceptible to the occupational disease known as Yahveh's Disease, or
the Jehovah Syndrome. The symptoms of this very interesting disease
are . an apparent belief in immortality, the infallibility of the Gospel
According to Ruch and Patton, and
a morbid desire for crucifixion."
1

AUGUSTA RADIO CO
. * NATIONAL HILLS
* SOUTH GA TE PLAZA
. Color TV Headquarters
Visit Aug~ta's 2 LarQest
Record 'bepartments
Out 13th Year' In The Cadaver
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Gotta Risin'

On Social Class

... by The Breather

by Psycho Dellic .

There's .a lotta people here wno le act a fuff and fruitful life
And they all have friends who shoot them or attack them with a knife,
And they never lack ~or money for to buy the tools of strife,
But they never pay for stitches in the E. R.

'

I saw her alive and beautiful
Happy witli eternal youth and gay.
I wanted to meet and speak
But no chance, with Barriers that beNatural drives by Culture imprisoned to never free,
Suppressed by progress and discretion
With no chance of reason;
An opportunity-lost-before taken, so not entertained.
I passed on without purpose or aim.
For my sadness I have self and negatiVe initiative
To Blame.

r

I

· You'll see dr.u nkenbitches fight you as you sew the skin flaps down
(Let them bleed till they are silly and their heads are swimming
round.)
·
You'll see tough and .bad-ass speedsters as they start a'slowing
down,
But you'll never see them pay while in the E .. R.
"Gotta risin' in my privates," says the lady at the door;
'Twas a risin' in his privates that reminded this young whore

~~~;~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Wtththepa~~her~r~oM~~gbro~~das~~r~fore,

. WANTED

THE CADAVER IS IN THE PROCESS OF
COLLECTING PAST ISSUES TO BE
BOUND IN A VOLUME FOR OUR FILES.
THEFOLLOWINGISALISTOFMISSING
EDITIONS:

~

EDITIONS

YEAR

II
III

2-8
3,4
7
9?
6
7
1,6, 9
1-9
1-3,6 -8
5
4-6
5,6
1-6
1-4

194647
194748
1949-50
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55

v

VII
VIII
IX

x

XI
XII
XIV
XVIII

XIX

xx

XXI

19~5-56

1956-57
1958-59
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66

LOAN
APP LI CAT 10
· N5

.

When your gut's a little jumpy and your face is twitching strong,
Harold Boyd ·of the Financial Or you 're starting to get sober after boozing all month long
Aids Office has· asked us to an- And the welfare check ain't come yet (D
. on't know .why it takes so
nounce that application forms long!)
for financial assistance for
You will never pay for nerve slmts in the E ~R.
summer; 1968 and the academic
year, 1968-69 are now available There's a place where you can always take your baby late at night
in Room 121, Administration When he's cried for three days running and you want to treat him
Building.
Return deadline is right,
May 1. Accept no verbal orders. But you always wait till midnight for a car wreck or a fight
And you never pay f.or doct':tin' in the E .R.

I

WE WOULD APPRECIATE ANY DONATIONS OF MISSING ISSUES AND/OR
ANY INFORMATION REGARDING THESE
ISSUES.
MANY THANKS TO THE ANONYMOUS
BENEFACTOR WHO RECENTLY DELIVERED A SUBST ANfIAL NUMBER OF
BACK ISSUES OF THE CADA VER INTO
THE HANDS OF THE EDITOR.

And she never pays for treatments in the E.R.

NOTICE

I

Imperial Theater ticket winners'
names were· inadvertently omitted
from the last issue of The Cadaver.
The following students received
tickets:
Riley Ash, James Bush, Sammie
Dixon, Howard Griffin, Marion Jordan, James Lowe, David Nicholson,
Gary Peterson, John Spear, Franklin Woo.
SVWOH.L 3AVa

Now I've sung my bitter sonnet of the scum and trash we see,
Of the Knife and Gun Club meetings every Friday night at three,
Of the ignoran<~e of mankind and the low-rent SOB.
It's a strange and different life seen in the E .R.

GARDELLE'S Rexall DRUGS, INC.

PRESCRIPTIONS
1431 Gwinn~tt Street 30902
Phone 722-6611
AT THE UNIVERSITY

MURPHY &·SON DRUG STORE
1551 GWINNETT ST. - PHONE 722-6426

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY

LUIGI'S

ITALIAN

VILLAGE

10% Discount To Medical Students
590 Broad Street

Phone 722.;4056

The CITIZENS

&

SOUTHERN

@ N~.~~~~B~K
709 Broad St.
1450 Welton Way
7th and Telfair

When you think of shoes
Think

~,&
. SHOES · ·
310

EIGHTH STREET

PHONE

722. S773

AUGUSTA. GEORGIA

DUKE
Restaurant
FINE FOODS
1920 Walton Way
736-6879
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During the past month it was my · 14) My .mother made me a homo-1
pleasure to discover a book by Rob- sexual.
.
I
Reply: If I sent her some wool:
ert Reisner called Graffiti, which
contains some "selected scrawls .would she make. me one?
15) Have gums will travel.
from bathroom walls." . Actually,
some of the best literature in Amer-·
16) If it mo~~~~:=~/(;'.'~Vill r.,;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;::::;;;;;;-; ; ;-iiii-·i-·iiii
iii · ·· -~-·;· ;;.
ica is found in your local latrine.'
Perhaps some day in the not too lage Gate, Bleeker and Thompson:
distant future, some archeologist will Sts., N.Y.C.)
For Red Carpet Service
17) -:-- has carnal knowledge of
uncover the ruin of an andent
(ETMH 5th Floor Men's:
"john" and interpret these hieroglyphics as the secret to our culture, Room.)
18) * *has paroxysmal tendencies
and would not be··.far from wrong.
But ~ for the present we thought our toward promiscuity. (ETMH 5th
readers might be entertained b_y a Floor Men's Room.)
19) Flies spread disease, keep yours 1
few selections from this book and
·closed please. (ETMH 1st Floor
the local talents as well.
1) Impotence, where is thy sting? Men's Room.)
1464 WAL'ION. WAY
2) Pray for sex. 20)
+ cf= fun. (Men's Room,
3) Don't be a star, use both hands. Ed1:1cational ~~~lding,.) .
;=====;;;;;;;;=:=:=:=a~~==;;;;=====;;;;;;:;aJ
4) Stand up close. The next fellow 21) Unbeing dead isn't being alive.
may be a Southerner and be bare- Sg ueaky's, Augusta, Ga.)
foo ted. (Camp Moxey, Texas, 1945)
22) Live for today, f qr tomorrow!
5) Better to have failed your Was- you may be in service. (Sgueaky's).:
serman test than riever to have loved
23) Dyspareunia is better than no
at .all. . (Ladies' ..!2Q!!!, Limelight pareunia at all./ (Squeaky's).
Restaurant, 91 Seventh Ave: South,
24) W. C. Fiqids is alive and drunk
GEORGIA RAILROAD
N.Y.C.)
in Jersey City:. (S;Ciu~aky's).
l
. .,,,·~·
6) Into the valley of''death rode 'the
25) P'hires!s. for fun and profit.
BANK&TRUST
sex hungry.
<Sgueaky's).
7) Brutus is a hostile ingrate. {!J26) Have you seen the rise of
·
on's Head, 59 Christopher Street, Fillatio Alger. (Sgueaky's).
Reserve
N.Y.C.)
27) If you don't want to sit on the
8) Dodd ·is dead. (Men's room , toilet seat, please be kind enough
U. S. Senate).
to raise it. Others don't want to sit
9) The··Lord giveth and the Lord on a wet seat. (Sign - Women's
RENT AND SAVE
taketh away. The Lord is an Indian Room, ETMH Dietary Dept., . 1st
Floor).
giver.
28) Please!! Flush the toilet after
10) God is dead.
you use it!! · (ETMH Ladies' room,
- Nietzche
Nietzche is dead.
Dietary Department., 1st Flopr)
-God.
29) Did you ·wash your hands?
11) Tomorrow is called off - God.
Reply: Yes.
"W e rent most everyth"ing "
12) Never ~e led astray into the
PUNCH MULHERIN, INC.
Reply : That's good!
2569 Centre I Avenu~
paths of virtue.
( ETMH Ladies' room, Dietary Dept
13) Reality is a crutch. Harvard, 1st Floor).
In Beautiful Daniel Village
Phone 736-4606
Lamont Library.
MOA '.'DIIW

:::;;;;;;;;;::::;;;===;r;;::i;=;::;::===;::====::.

COLONIAL
STORES

1
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I
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Memblitf : FDI C · Mem ber: Fed e r~-,

Syste m

AUGUSTA
RENTAL
COMPANY

HUNGRY? Y'ALL COME SEE US!

. chosen

FASHION

by

Harper's Bazaar as the

STOR~

OF THE CENTURY

~~;.__,~--~
· _o__o~--·-J---"V'V\..--·--4--~~
•
710 BROAD STREET, "AUGUSTA'S FINEST"
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.. B~ware the .deadly sitting habit
Or. if you sit, be like the rabbit,
Who keepeth ever on thejump
By springs concealed beneath his rump.
.-\. little ginger •'neath the tail
Will oft for lack of brains avail;
Esc hew the dull and slothful seat, ·
.-\nd move about with willing feet!
\Ian was not made to sit a-trance,
And press, and press, and press his pants;
But rather, with an open mind,
To circulate among his kind.
.-\nd so , my son, avoid the snare
\\.hich lurks within a cushioned chair;
To run like hell, it has been found,
Both feet must be upon the ground.
From "Cave Sedan"
Mr. Theodore McManus·

"/ I t -

/(

1- '

by Psycho Dellic
I've searched in the day-and have seen nothing
Except ritualistic ruts composed of pseudo individualistic
Intellectuals with stereotyped thoughts .
I've searched in the nights-and have little purpose
In the way of Lovers, muggers, and thieves-forever
Changing to and from they know not what.
I've searched in the sky with all its majestic celestial
Cyclic being always changing but returriing to foregone
Versions with complete·violent harmony but to no end.·
·I've searched and been astounded by the tranquillity
. Of the vast explosive silence in pure Thought
But.from which one must emerge into our u~ual discord.
I've searched in theology with our 17 ,000 versions
And found they agree to disagree while with passive hostility
They word in diverse directions .to a same vague end.
I've searched in Brown Paper Bags-though expensive and
Malignant, sick euphoria was obtained-Only to
End in a sicker Hell of nausea and noise induced cephalgia.
I've searched with colloid silicone and steel into the sterile red hum
To alter thought into stagnant vibrations of sile!lt upheaval
Only to be dropped from bliss to a world being dehisced.
I've searched in the mind of man-to find that
He understands not for what he seeks-or how.
He plods along with sacred fear of change or free thought.
He must search for and find peace, purpose, and fulfillment
If he is to live. All are in grasp if he thinks and triesIf he ignores limitations arbitrarily set. for perpetuation's sake.
He must pull and never push-Love, never hate.
Never despise, carefully ignore with selectivity.
Touch with appreciation!

/..... I

MONTE SANO PHARMACY, Inc.
1424 MONTE SANO AVE.

Be Alive Brother, And Live

PHONE 736-2553

He must open his eyes and SEE.
He must open his ears and HEAROpen his mind and BE!
Live, Brother, LIVE - Even a fool can exist!

BuaG•R

Phone 724-7784

LASETER'S
Pharmacy .·

IC1MG

1815 WAL TON WAY
1642 GORDON HIWAY

MEDICAL ARTS BLDG.

AUGUSTA, GEORGIA

Augusta, Ga.

Compliments of

THE VOGUE
NORTH AUGUSTA PLAZA
NORTH AUGUSTA, SOUTH CAROLINA PHONE 822-2838

MIDWAY Barber Shop

1807 Central Avenue

4 MASTER BARBERS

MEN'S WEAR

Lily-Tulip Cup Corporation

Open 9:00 A. M. - 7 :00 P. M.

WE HAVE FAVORITE TONICS
AND SHAVING MEEDS

·TIP TOP

GRILL
2596 Central Ave.

"WHERE FRIENDS
1550 Wrighfsboro Road, Augusta, Georgia

7!S& BROAD STREET

AUGUSTA,GA.30902
TELEPHONE 722·3963

MEET"

February 19'68
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MCG Delegates Attend SAMA
Regional Convention In Atlanta
The convention of Region .I of with the SAMA chapter getting a
SAMA was-held in Atlanta February small profit.
·
16 - 18. Present were delegates from
4)
SAMA sponsored research
the eleven medical schools in the dis-· paper competitions.
·
trict, which includes Virginia, N.C. ,
5) SAMA sponsored lecture serS.C. , Georgia, Florida and Alabama. ies on subjects of current interest .
The voting delegate -representing the
6) R~cruitment programs where
MCG Chapter was . Lucian Cousins, SAMA members went as members
who is also Asst. Vice President of of medical and para-medical teams
Region I. Also in attendance from to high schools and junior colleges to
MCG were " voluntary" delegates present programs on opportunities
Bill Amos, Richard Brown, Sandra in the medical field .
DiMascio, Don Drury, John Nerney,
The four winners in the research
Virgil Thrash, and Carlene Willison. · paper competition presented· their
One of the first items of business papers and were given awards. A
was the presentation of Chapter re- number of resolutions were disports of activities during the past cussed and voted on and will be subyear. The MCG Chapter report was mitted to the National Convention
honest and therefore very brief, later this spring for final approval.
stressing that attempts were being Probably the most important of
made to reorganize SAMA in .con- these was a proposed constitutional
junction with the formation of a change that would broaden the pownew student government here.. Oth- ers of the standing National ·Comer chapt ers gave reports of various mittees. This change, if passed by
activities including:
the National Convention, will enable
1) Active files of internship eval- the National Committees to act and
uations sent in on a form which lo- speak for SAMA in areas of.national
cal chapters mailed to eacI:i of their concern without having to go
graduates and made available to jun- through the present procedure of inior and senior students.
troducing a resolution to a Regional
2) Organized programs giving Convention and then to the National
SAMA memb ers the chance to help ·Convention before taking action.
meet the health needs of the local In conjunction with the SAMA Con·
area, with the most active work be- vention, WASAMA also held their
ing done in the fields of birth con- Regional Convention. Nancy Thrash
trol and health education.
from the MCG Chapter was elected
3) SAMA bookstores, providing region treasurer for this organization.
a pla<;e to buy or sell used textbooks,
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Then t here was the little old lady
with varicose veins, who won first
prize at a costume ball. She went
nude, as a road map.

town buses run all night?" Whereupon the young bohemian snapped:
his fingers and replied , "Doo-dah,;
Doo-dah.'' ·

*

*

*

*

*

*

The popularity of TV Westerns is
even iri.ffuencing milady's dainty un*
*
*
The manufacturers of a well-known derthings. There's a new brassiere
tonic for people with "tired" blood .on the market that is patterned after
received this testimonial from a lit~ ffilevision'.s.. "Rawhide"- ·it:rn.u.mli j
tie old laµy who lived .on a farm ini 'em up and heads ?em out.
Tennessee: " Before taking your
*
*
*
tonic," the woman wrote, "t wa~ How about joining me for a cosy:
too tired to hoe the fields or pick weekend in a quiet suburban hotel?"
the cotton. But after only two bot1 he whispered in the curvaceous lass'
ties of your delicious mixture, I've ear.
become the best cotton-picking hoer "I'm afraid," she said, "that my i
in the county."
awareness of your proclivities in the:
esoteric
aspects of se.ocual behavior
*
*
*
It was a beautiful reception, but the: precludes you from such erotic conmother of the bride was worried frontation."
that the newlyweds wouldn't have , "I don't get it," he said.
time to change and pack their . "Exactly," she smiled.
clothes in time to catch their honey*
*
*
moon flight to Rio. Seeing that the The shy young man and his shapely
. party was nowhere near breaking up, ·date were parked under a romantic
she finally approached the groom moon. . Placing his hand on her
and whispered: "Don't you chil- thigh, he whispered, " I fove you."
dren think it's time to go upstairs .With a deep sigh, the happy girl reand get your things together?"
plied, "A little higher."
"I love you," came the higher*
*
*
The theatrical agent, trying to sell a pitched reply.
new strip act to a night-club man*
*
*
ager, was raving about the girl's un- Completing his examination of the
believable 72-26-40 figure. "What uncommonly well-built, beautiful
kind of a dance does she do?" the blonde, the doctor said solemnly,
manager asked, duly impressed by "You are a very sick young lady. I
the description of the girl's dimen- don't want you returning to work
sions.
this afternoon. Go hofu.e'I get un"Well, she doesn't actually dance at dressed, and get into bed. Drmk
all," the agent replied. " She just about a third of this bottle of medicrawls out onto the stage and tries cine I'm preparing for you . . . it
to stand up! "
will make you drowsy. I don't want
*
·you to answer your phone or let
*
*
Then there was the little old lady anybody into your apartment until
who walked up to the beatnik in you hear three short knocks ... "
Greenwich Village and asked, "Cross-:

MIDICAL COLLl!GE 01' GIORGIA
AUGUSTA, GEORGIA
30902
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OF SIN; COME IN.
Under it, written in lipstick, was the
· With heaving breast the teacher un"If not, call Park4-6898."
message:
dressed
*
*
*
!To bed with his bride to lie.
Taking a short cut through a grave:He thought it rude to be in the nude yard on their way home, the fellow
iso he wore his old school tie.
:and the girl began to feel the eerie
*
*
*
mood of the place.
'Little boy: "Daddy, I wanna drink "Scary, ain't it!" said the youth,
of water."
:putting his arm protectively around
Daddy: "Just a minute son."
the girl.
Little boy: "Daddy, please get me a "Yes, isn't it!" said the girI.
drink of water."
"Weird, ain't it!" said the fellow,
Daddy: "Just a minute, son, just a
iholding her. :closer.
minute!"
'"Yes, isn't it!"
Little boy,,after another wait, "Dad"Gruesome, ain't it!"
dy, if you'll get me a drink of water
"Yes, hasn't it!"
I'll shake the bed for Mama."
. 1

1

*

*

*

Junior: "I'm ready for the party,
mommy."
Mama: "Now don't forget your
manners, or I'll beat the hell out of
you."

1

* the *church *lawn anThe sign on
nounced in bold letters: IF TIRED

*

*

*

Strolling into the admitting office
,o f a large hospital, ~ well-developed
lass told the nurse on duty that she
wanted to see an upturn.
"You mean an intern, don't you,
,dear?"
i"Well, whatever you call it, I want
a contamination,'' replied the girl.

"You meanexamination," corrected
the nurse.
"Maybe so," allowed the girl. "I
want to go to the fraterruty ward."
"Maternity ward," $aid the nurse, .
with a slight smile.
"Look," insisted the girl, ·"I don't
know much about big words but I
do know that I haven't demonstrated
for two months and I think I'm
stagnant."

*

*

*

Seeing the sights of New York City
via the Fifth Avenue bus, a very
prim young lady was scandalized to
hear an obviously newiy immigrated
man saying to an attentive companion:
"Emma coma first, I coma next,
two assa come together, I coma
again, I coma one-a-more, pee-pee
twice, then I coma for the lasta
time."
The young lady was crimson-faced
when he finished, and then, noticing a policeman seated nearby, she

whispered to him, "Aren't you going to arrest that terrible old man?"
The policeman stared at her, genuinely bewildered, and said, "For
spelling Mississippi?."

*

*

*

*

*

*

A beautiful girl appeared at the
gates of paradise and asked to be
admitted. Saint Peter asked her the
routine question: "Are you a vir"·gin?"
"Of course," she replied.
To be sure, Saint Peter instructed
an angel doctor to examine her.
When he was .finished, the doctor
reported, "I think we can let her in, ·
but I must report that there were
seven slight dents in her maiden-.
head."
Saint Peter decided that he couldn't
· deny her admittance for such a
trifle, so he sent her along to the
registration clerk. "Your name?''
asked the clerk.
"Snow White," she answered.

